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PART NUMBER METHOD

Definitions:
Spline Major OD:  This is the outside diameter of the Splined section of the bar

Turn Down Dia:  This is the section of the bar also referred to as the active diameter.  This diameter, as well as length, define what the spring 
rate of the bar is.  A hollow bar is listed with the turn down diameter that equivalent rate to a solid bar.  

Effective length:  The length of the Turn Down Dia - this is the length measured where the radius starts - this is modified to make slight and 
incremental changes to the rate of the bar.

Torsion Bar:  A torsion bar is typically used where a traditional coil spring would be used - Torsion bars are typically not timed - whereas the 
splines are not in sync on each end of the bar.

Sway Bar: A Sway bar, also known as an anti-roll bar, is used in the front or rear of a vehicle.  Sway bars work to apply force in the opposite 
direction of body roll.  This allows for better handling, more grip, and better vehicle control feel.  Sway bars have splines that are timed on each 
end so the arms will maintain the correct orientation.

Overall Length (OAL): Is the total length of the bar - We stock many length bars, and can custom make bars through our special order and 
custom bar process.

PAC TB J48 400 30.5S––––

Prefix TB- Torsion Bar
TE- Extended Length Torsion Bar
SB- Sway Bar

Spline Style Major OD
J48 = 0.750 48 spline
K48 = 0.875 48 spline
L48 = 1.000 48 spline
M48 = 1.125 48 spline
N48 = 1.250 48 spline
P49 = 1.250 49 spline
Q48 = 1.375 48 spline
R48 = 1.500 48 spline
S48 = 1.750 48 spline
T48 = 2.000 48 spline
U32 = 2.625 32 Spline 
U42 = 2.625 42 spline
V27 = 1.750 27 spline

Turndown Dia
"0.400 Inches"
Actual Measured 
dia- Not Equivalent 
rate diameter***

Overall 
Length
1/2" 

increments

S = Solid
H =  Tubular Gun Drilled 

Options
Q = Quickstar (5/8 thru)
R = Racestar (7/16 thru)
G =  Gundrilled Custom 

(specify on sheet)

How to order:

PAC Racing Springs has adopted a general part number format that can help determine the 
many different options of splined bars we produce.  This part number method allows easier 
manufacturing and indexing.  We will be slowly transitioning to this part number method in 
conjunction with the traditional Schroeder method.

***  Disclaimer- Hollow bars are noted as solid 
equivalent diameter.


